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Summary
The Biot theory provides a general framework for describing the seismic response of porous media.
Proper boundary conditions must be specified for the following three cases: the elastic-poroelastic
interface, the acoustic-poroelastic interface and the poroelastic-poroelastic interface for accurate
modeling and inversion of seismic data. In this study, we first review the expressions for reflection
coefficients for all three cases from plane-wave analysis. We subsequently benchmark the first two
cases against spectral element method (SEM) forward modeling to verify and ensure consistency
between finite-frequency wavelets. We show with numerical examples, that both methods lead to
comparable results within frequency range between 5Hz and 80Hz, which is of relevance to
exploration seismology.

Porous medium open-pore interface condition
According to Deresiewicz and Skalak (1963), the 2D open-pore interface conditions for
acoustic-poroelastic, elastic-poroelastic media are summarized in Table 1. The subscripts z and x
indicate the directions of vectors perpendicular and parallel to the interface. The superscript b
denotes the bottom poroelastic medium and t denotes the top acoustic or elastic medium in each
case, separately. In porous media, σzz, σxz, u̇z, u̇x, U̇z are the stress, velocity fields in the solid
frame and the velocity in the fluid part, respectively. φ and ẇz are porosity and the relative
velocity of the fluid to the solid frame. In acoustic media, p, U̇z, Kf are the pressure, velocity and
the bulk modulus. In the elastic media, σzz, σxz, u̇z and u̇x are the stress and velocity,
respectively. Expressions of parameters P, Q, R are as follows (Feng and Johnson, 1983):

P =
(1− φ)(1− φ− κfr/κs)κs + φ(κs/κf )κfr

1− φ− κfr/κs + φκs/κf
+
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Q =
(1− φ)(1− φ− κfr/κs)φκs

1− φ− κfr/κs + φκs/κf

R =
φ2κs

1− φ− κfr/κs + φκs/κf
where N is the shear modulus of both drained porous solid and the composite. The pressure drop
across the interface requires

pt − pb = kẇz
Here k is a coefficient of resistance. The open-pore condition corresponds to k = 0 and
sealed-pore condition k =∞ (i.e. ẇz = 0 and pt and pb are not related). In this research we will
focus on the open-pore condition. As can be seen from Table 1, the number of equations for the
interface condition varies with that of the physical parameters from 4 to 5, which yield relations
for reflection/transmission (R/T) coefficients in two cases.
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pressure continuity
fluid volume conservation
normal stress continuity
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Table 1: Comparison of different porous media interface conditions

The R/T coefficients equations for an acoustic-poroelastic interface are available in Wu et al., (1990) while the other cases
can be derived in a similar way. Solving the specified systems of equations will give the corresponding R/T coefficients.

Acoustic-poroelastic modeling
An explosive source (yellow star) is placed horizontally in the middle of the two-layer model and 6 λ
above the interface, where λ is the P wavelength in the acoustic medium above the interface. A line of
receivers (in black) is placed at the same height as the source with horizontal positions decided by the P
wave incidence angles, from 0 degree to 1 degree below the critical angle. The source time function is a
Ricker wavelet with the peak frequency of 15Hz. We use the same material parameters as in Wu’s paper
(Table 2) with a critical angle of 35 degrees.

Acoustic layer

Density ρ = 1000 kg/m3

P wave velocity Cp = 1500 m/s

Poroelastic layer

Solid density ρs = 2480 kg/m3

Fluid density ρf = 1000 kg/m3

Porosity φ = 0.38
Tortuosity c = 1.79

Solid bulk modulus κs = 49.9 GPa
Fluid bulk modulus κf = 2.25 GPa

Frame bulk modulus κfr = 5.17 GPa
Fluid viscosity ηf = 0 Pa · s

Frame shear modulus µfr = 2.80 GPa
Fast P wave velocity Cp1 = 2657 m/s
Slow P wave velocity Cp2 = 935 m/s

S wave velocity Cs = 1281 m/s

Table 2: Acoustic-poroelastic parameters

Figure 1: Absolute R/T coefficients of displacement for
acoustic-poroelastic interface as a function of incidence angle

Figure 2: Norm of displacement for receiver 10 to 30

Figure 3: Wavefield snapshot of acoustic-poroelastic interface SEM
forward modeling

Figure 4: Comparison of absolute P wave reflection coefficient for
acoustic-poroelastic interface

Figure 5: Energey ratio as a function of incidence angle

Elastic-poroelastic modeling
The geometric system is similar to the previous case. The material parameters listed in Table 3 are from
Morency (2008) with a critical angle of 55 degrees. We run simulations for a series of peak Ricker
frequencies (5Hz, 15Hz, 40Hz, 60Hz, and 80Hz) to study frequency-dependent effects.

Elastic layer

Density ρ = 2650 kg/m3

P wave velocity Cp = 2219 m/s
S wave veolocity Cs = 1325 m/s

Poroelastic layer

Solid density ρs = 2200 kg/m3

Fluid density ρf = 950 kg/m3

Porosity φ = 0.4
Tortuosity c = 2

Permeability k = 10−9m2

Solid bulk modulus κs = 6.9 GPa
Fluid bulk modulus κf = 2.0 GPa

Frame bulk modulus κfr = 6.7 GPa
Fluid viscosity ηf = 0.001 Pa · s

Frame shear modulus µfr = 3.0 GPa
Fast P wave velocity Cp1 = 2693 m/s
Slow P wave velocity Cp2 = 1186 m/s

S wave velocity Cs = 1410 m/s
Table 3: Elastic-poroelastic parameters

Figure 6: Absolute R/T coefficients of displacement for
elastic-poroelastic interface as a function of incidence angle

Figure 7: Norm of displacement for receiver 10 to 30 for 15 Hz

Figure 8: Wavefield snapshot of elastic-poroelastic interface SEM
forward modeling

Figure 9: Comparison for absolute P wave reflection coefficients
between different frequencies for elastic-poroelastic interface

Figure 10: Relative misfits between absolute P wave reflection
coefficients as a function of incidence angle
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